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It’s the best possible time to be alive, when almost everything you

thought you knew is wrong.
Arcadia, by Tom Stoppard

Imagine you arrive back at the laundromat and see a
stranger take your clothes out of the dryer and start to
fold them. What is going on? With only seconds of per-
ceptual data about this stranger, you can immediately
conjure upmultiple plausible explanations: maybe he in-
tends to steal your clothes, maybe he is feeling amaz-
ingly generous and wants to help someone out, or
maybe he just falsely believes that those are his own
clothes. In this example and in countless other brief
and extended social interactions every day, we do not
just describe people’s actions as movements through
space and time. Instead we seek to explain and judge
and predict their actions, and we do so by appealing to
a rich but invisible causal structure of thoughts, beliefs,
desires, emotions, and intentions inside their heads. This
capacity to reason about people’s actions in terms of their
mental states is called a ‘theory of mind’ (ToM).

This chapter is about what we know, and what we do
not know, about how the human brain acquires its amaz-
ing capacity for ToM. In the past few decades, ToM has
been studied intensively in childhood development
(using behavioral measures) and in the adult human
brain (using functional neuroimaging). Converging evi-
dence from these two approaches provides insight into
the cognitive and neural basis of this key human cogni-
tive capacity. However, as we highlight later, we are
especially excited about the future of ToM in develop-
mental cognitive neuroscience: studies that combine
both methods, using neuroimaging methods to directly
study cognitive and neural development in childhood.

We start by describing an account of ToM, in develop-
ment and in neuroscience, that we shall call the ‘Stan-
dard’ view. Next, we describe some recent challenges
that shake the foundations of the Standard view. Finally,
we point to the open questions, and especially the key
contributions that developmental cognitive neurosci-
ence can make in the next generation of studies of ToM.
20.1 WHAT WE THOUGHT WE KNEW:
THE STANDARD VIEW

20.1.1 Development

The laundromat examplemakes clear a central feature
of ToM: it is especially useful when other people have
false beliefs. When strangers fold their own laundry,
# 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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368 20. DEVELOPMENTAL COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF THEORY OF MIND
no special explanation seems warranted. We can de-
scribe their actions in behavioral terms: folding laundry
is a thing people frequently do in laundromats. How-
ever, when a stranger starts to fold your laundry, then
it becomes important to figure out: what are they think-
ing? The understanding that they may have a false belief
makes an otherwise highly unlikely action suddenly pre-
dictable. If they believe it is their own laundry, then of
course they will start folding it.

Because false belief scenarios are so diagnostic of ToM
inferences, understanding of false beliefs has been con-
sidered a keymilestone in ToMdevelopment. Children’s
ability to predict and explain actions based on a false be-
lief is typically assessed in a ‘false belief task’ (see
Figure 20.1). In a typical example, children hear a story
like this one: Sally sees her dog run to hide behind the
sofa; then, while Sally is out of the room, the dog moves
to behind the TV. Children are then asked to predict
where Sally will look first for her dog when she returns
to the room (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Wimmer and
Perner, 1983).

Adults immediately recognize that Sally will look for
her dog behind the sofa, where she thinks it is. Surpris-
ingly, 3-year-olds systematically make the opposite pre-
diction; they confidently insist that Sallywill look behind
the TV, where the dog really is (Wellman et al., 2001).
Moreover, if 3-year-olds actually see Sally looking
Where will Sally look
for the dog?

Sally looks beh
red sofa. wh

Prediction/
Anticipatory looking(a) (b) Explanatio

FIGURE 20.1 An example of a standard false belief scenario. Sally see
while she is out of the room. Children’s understanding of false beliefs at d
(a) by asking children to predict where Sally will look, or measuring their
children to explain Sally’s action; or (c) by comparing infants’ looking time
understand false beliefs) or the TV (‘unexpected’ outcome). In spite of th
diction/explanation (Sally will look behind the sofa) around age 4 years,
outcome around age 15–24 months. Art thanks to Steven Green.
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behind the sofa, they still do not appeal to Sally’s false
belief to explain her action, but instead appeal to chan-
ged desires (e.g., ‘she must not want the dog,’
Goodman et al., 2006; Moses and Flavell, 1990). In con-
trast, typical 5-year-old children correctly predict and
explain Sally’s action, by appealing to her false belief.

This pattern of children’s judgments, over develop-
ment, is incredibly robust; it has been replicated in hun-
dreds of studies conducted over four decades. The same
shift in understanding false beliefs and the ability to use
beliefs to explain actions occurs between 3 and 5 years in
children from rural and urban societies, in Peru, India,
Samoa, Thailand, and Canada (Callaghan et al., 2005)
and even in children of a group of hunter-gatherers in
Cameroon (Avis and Harris, 1991).

Developmental psychologists do not disagree about
these data; they disagree about the interpretation.
To start with, we will articulate two claims we call the
‘Standard’ interpretation of these results. This is the view
that most informed, and converged with, the first neu-
roimaging studies of ToM in the adult brain. It was
never, however, a consensus opinion; in whole and in
part, every aspect of the Standard view has been hotly
debated all along.

First, the Standard view of development on the false
belief task proposes that children undergo a key concep-
tual change in their ToMbetween ages 3 and 5 years. They
ind the
y?

Surprising
outcome

Expected
outcome

(c)n
Violation of expectation:

looking time

s her dog hide behind the red sofa, but the dog moves to behind the TV
ifferent developmental stages can be assessed using various methods:
anticipatory look when Sally comes back to find her dog; (b) by asking
s to observing Sally go toward the sofa (the ‘expected’ outcome, if they
e logical similarity between these tasks, children make the correct pre-
but make correct anticipatory looks/longer looking to the unexpected
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36920.1 WHAT WE THOUGHT WE KNEW: THE STANDARD VIEW
are slowly acquiring a fully ‘metarepresentational’ ToM
(Perner, 1991), which lets them understand people’s
beliefs and thoughts as representations of the world.
Representations are designed to accurately reflect the real
world, but sometimes fail to do so. So a representational
ToM allows children to understand when and how the
content of a person’s belief can be false (Gopnik and
Astington, 1988; Wellman et al., 2001), and that in these
cases, people’s actions will depend on what they believe,
not on what’s really true.

Note that learning to understand false beliefs involves
change within a child’s ToM, not the acquisition of a
ToM. Even very young infants understand that people’s
actions depend on what they want (e.g., Phillips and
Wellman, 2005; Woodward, 1998; see Gergely and
Csibra, 2003 for a review), and what they can see
(Meltzoff and Broks, 2008). That is already a sophisti-
cated ToM, and it makes the right predictions for peo-
ple’s actions in many, if not most, circumstances.
Specifically, when someone has a false belief, though,
a ToM based mainly on understanding intentions makes
the wrong prediction: if Sally wants her dog, she will go
get her dog, so she will go where it is, behind the TV.
Thus, on the Standard view, young children do have a
ToM founded upon very early developing concepts of
intention and perception. Nevertheless, their ToM
changes substantially between ages 3 and 5 years by
the addition of a full concept of ‘belief.’

Second, the Standard view proposes that changes
in false belief understanding reflect maturation of a
‘domain-specific’ mechanism for ToM. Between the ages
of 3 and 5 years, children change and mature in many
ways: they come to have a richer vocabulary and a better
memory and a larger shoe size. However, on the Standard
view, ToM develops separately: ToM task performance is
not just amatter of getting smarter or faster in general, but
specifically of conceptual change within ToM.

One way to assess domain specificity is to compare
children’s development of reasoning about false beliefs
with their ability to solve very similar puzzles about
other false representations: outdated photographs. For
example, children might see Sally take a photograph of
the dog behind the sofa; after the dog moves to the
TV, the children are asked where the dog is in the pho-
tograph. The false photograph task is logically very
similar to the false belief task, requiring very similar ca-
pacities for language, memory, and inhibitory control
(e.g., the ability to choose between two competing re-
sponse alternatives). Nevertheless, young children are
significantly better at the false belief task (Zaitchik,
1990), possibly because they have a ‘special mechanism’
for ToM which gives their performance a boost.

Stronger evidence that ToM is separate from other
parts of cognition comes from studies of children with
neurodevelopmental disorders. Children diagnosed
II. COGNITIVE D
with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are significantly
delayed in passing false belief tasks, compared with typ-
ically developing children or children with other devel-
opmental disorders like Down syndrome (Baron-Cohen,
1997; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). On a larger set of tasks,
tapping multiple different aspects of ToM (e.g., under-
standing desires, beliefs, knowledge, and emotions),
children with ASD show both delayed development
and also disorganized development. That is, typically
developing children pass these tasks in a stable order
(e.g., understanding false beliefs is easier than under-
standing false emotions), but children with autism pass
the tasks in a scrambled order, as if they were passing for
different reasons (Peterson et al., 2005). Furthermore, the
difficulty seems to be specific to ToM: compared with
typically developing children matched for IQ and verbal
abilities, children with autism show comparable (or even
better) performance on nonsocial tasks that require sim-
ilar logical and executive capacities, like the false photo-
graph task (Charman and Baron-Cohen, 1992; Leekam
and Perner, 1991; Leslie and Thaiss, 1992).

The observation that a neurobiological developmental
disorder, ASD, could disproportionately affect develop-
ment of ToM supports the Standard view that ToM de-
velopment depends on a distinct neural mechanism.
That is, some brain region, chemical, or pattern of con-
nectivity might be specifically necessary for ToM, and
disproportionately targeted by the mechanism of ASD.
This hypothesis was difficult to test, though, until the ad-
vent of neuroimaging allowed researchers to investigate
the brain regions underlying high-level cognitive func-
tions like ToM.
20.1.2 Neuroimaging

The Standard view proposes that children undergo
a conceptual change in their ToM between the ages of
3–5 years, from a conception involving actions and goals
to one involving beliefs, and that this development of
ToM is supported by a domain-specific mechanism.
Early neuroimaging studies of ToM in adults appeared
to converge nicely with both of these predictions.

Following the tradition in developmental psychology,
the early neuroimaging studies of ToM required partic-
ipants to attribute false beliefs to characters in stories or
cartoons.Meanwhile, the scientistsmeasured the oxygen
in the blood of the participant’s brain, either using radio-
active labels (positron emission tomography, PET;
Happe et al., 1996) or by measuring intrinsic differences
in the magnetic response of oxygenated blood (func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI; Brunet et al.,
2000; Fletcher et al., 1995; Gallagher et al., 2000; Goel
et al., 1995; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Vogeley et al.,
2001). At that point, something remarkable happened.
EVELOPMENT
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FIGURE 20.2 ToMbrain regions in adults (top) and children aged 5–12 years (bottom): the right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ), left temporo-
parietal junction (LTPJ), precuneus, and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (yellow circle, from left to right). The bilateral TPJ and precuneus are
shown on the coronal section, and all four regions (except for the precuneus in adults) are shown on the horizontal section. Data shown are from

Gweon et al. (2012).
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Across different labs, countries, tasks, stimuli, and scan-
ners, every lab that asked ‘which brain regions are in-
volved in ToM?’ got basically the same answer: a
group of brain regions in the right and left temporopar-
ietal junction (TPJ), right anterior superior temporal sul-
cus (STS) and temporal pole, the medial precuneus and
posterior cingulate (PC), and the medial prefrontal cor-
tex (MPFC; Castelli et al., 2000; Fletcher et al., 1995;
Gallagher et al., 2000; German et al., 2004; Goel et al.,
1995; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Vogeley et al., 2001;
see Figure 20.2). These studies provided initial evidence
for a distinct mechanism for ToM,which convergedwith
the predictions of the Standard view.

First, these regions did not respond to other tasks that
require similar logical and executive capacities as the
false belief task. As described earlier, the ‘false photo-
graph’ task requires participants to answer questions
based on a physical, tangible representation of the past
(i.e., a photograph) that used to be true but is currently
false. Similar to the false belief task is the false sign task
(Parkin, 1994). Understanding a false directional sign in-
volves the use of a symbolic representation that misrep-
resents the current reality: for example, a signpost
indicates that an object is in location A, but the object
is then moved to location B. The false photograph and
false sign task provide a good test of ‘domain specificity’
for brain regions; these tasks are very similar to the false
belief task in most cognitive demands, and differ mainly
in whether they require reasoning about a belief. Using
that logic, we can claim that at least some brain regions in
human adults are specific for ToM. The bilateral TPJ,
MPFC, and PC all respondmuchmore during false belief
compared with false photograph stories (Saxe and
Kanwisher, 2003). Of these regions, the right TPJ (RTPJ)
in particular responds more during stories about false
beliefs compared with very closely matched stories
II. COGNITIVE D
about false signs (Perner et al., 2006). Also, identical non-
verbal cartoon stimuli elicit RTPJ activity when partici-
pants construe the cartoons in terms of a character’s
false beliefs, but not when participants produce the exact
same responses using a nonsocial ‘algorithm’ (Saxe et al.,
2006). So at least the RTPJ, and possibly the other regions
in this group, are plausible candidates for the domain-
specific mechanism predicted by the Standard view.

Second, brain regions for thinking about beliefs andde-
sires are near, but distinct from, brain regions involved in
understanding actions and goals. In the right temporal
lobe are brain regions involved in perceiving human bod-
ies and body postures (extrastriate body area, EBA;
Downing et al., 2001), movements (MT/V5; Grossman
et al., 2000; Tootell et al., 1995), and in particular, people’s
facial expressions and bodily movements (right posterior
STS, pSTS; Howard et al., 1996; see Chapter 19). Interest-
ingly, the activity in the right pSTS depends not just on the
action itself; it responds more to actions that are unex-
pected or incongruent in context (Brass et al., 2007;
Pelphrey et al., 2003, 2004). For example, Brass et al.
(2007) showed that the pSTS response is enhanced when
participants look at a man using his knee to push an ele-
vator button with nothing in his hands, compared with a
man performing the same action but with his arms full of
books (i.e., when using his knee is rational, in context).

The right pSTS response to intentional actions is im-
pressive, but it would not support your inference about
the stranger folding your clothes in the laundromat: in
addition to detecting his action as intentional, you specif-
ically need to infer his beliefs and desires (does he know
those are your clothes? does he want to help or harm
you?) in order to explain why he is doing so. These infer-
ences appear to depend especially on the RTPJ.

The RTPJ is adjacent to the right pSTS (Gobbini et al.,
2007), but has a different response profile (see
EVELOPMENT



“Before leaving camp, Molly drew a picture of
herself to give to her friend Clara. Clara found the
picture, and didn’t know it was a picture of Molly.
She labeled the picture ‘scary monster’ as a joke.

When Molly saw the writing on the picture she
was angry at Clara.”

FIGURE 20.3 The RTPJ (red) and the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) (green). The RTPJ responds to stimuli that invoke
reasoning about thoughts and beliefs, whereas the right pSTS responds to human actions such as walking, grasping, eye gazes, and mouth
movements.
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Figure 20.3). The RTPJ is recruited during stories or car-
toons that depict a person’s thoughts, but not in general
for depictions of human actions, whereas the right pSTS
is recruited when watching movies of simple actions,
like reaching for a cup, but not for verbal descriptions
of actions. The RTPJ also does not respond to photo-
graphs of people (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003) or to de-
scriptions of people’s physical appearance (Saxe and
Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Powell, 2006). Activity in
the RTPJ is low during descriptions of people’s physical
sensations like hunger, thirst, or tiredness (Bedny et al.,
2009; Saxe and Powell, 2006). Even within a single story
about a person, the timing of the response in the RTPJ is
predicted by the timing of sentences describing the char-
acter’s thoughts. The response in the RTPJ shows a peak
just at the time someone’s thoughts are described (Saxe
& Wexler, 2005; Saxe et al., 2009).

In sum, neuroimaging studies on ToM with adults
provide compelling evidence for a domain-specific
mechanism for reasoning about thoughts. Moreover,
these studies show that the brain regions involved in
ToM are distinct from regions that respond to the per-
ception of goal-directed motion. These results converge
nicely with the Standard view, which proposes that chil-
dren gradually shift from an earlier understanding of
goals and intentions (perhaps relying on the pSTS) to
the concept of ‘beliefs’ as reasons for people’s actions
(relying on the RTPJ).
20.1.3 Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience

The Standard view thusmakes a set of testable predic-
tions for the future of ToM studies in developmental cog-
nitive neuroscience (Saxe et al., 2004a).
II. COGNITIVE D
First, there should be qualitative changes in the anat-
omy of ToM brain regions, especially including the TPJ
and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), around
age 4 years, correlated with children’s acquisition of
the concept of false belief.

Second, prior to age 4 years, children should rely on
early-maturing neural mechanisms for social cognition,
especially including the pSTS representation of action,
that support recognition of goal-directed actions, but
not a theory of mental states like beliefs.

Third, after age 4 years, continued development is
more likely to occur outside of the ToM regions, in brain
systems that support difficult task performance more
generally. That is, children might get generally faster
or better at resolving conflicting representations, ormore
sophisticated in their use of language to describe mental
states. But the most momentous shift in the neural mech-
anisms for ToM would already be complete.

The first prediction of the Standard view is that
around age 4, the emergence of children’s concept of
‘false belief’ would be supported by qualitative matura-
tional changes in the ToM brain regions. And, in an
initial test, this prediction received impressive support.
Sabbagh et al. (2009) first tested a large group of
4-year-old children on standard false belief tasks. As pre-
dicted, false belief task performance in this group of chil-
dren was liminal: some reliably passed the false belief
tasks, some reliably failed, and some were intermediate.
Next, Sabbagh and colleagues used electroencephalo-
grams (EEG) to measure the amplitude and coherence
of alpha waves in the same children’s brains, while they
were just sitting quietly at rest. These measures are
thought to reflect anatomical maturation in a cortical re-
gion (Thatcher, 1992). Through an analysis technique
called standardized low-resolution brain electromag-
netic tomography (sLORETA; Pascual-Marqui et al.,
EVELOPMENT



372 20. DEVELOPMENTAL COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF THEORY OF MIND
2002), researchers can use these measures to estimate the
current density of alpha waves independently in every
region. So Sabbagh and colleagues could then ask: where
in the child’s brain is maturational change specifically
predictive of performance on false belief tasks (control-
ling for both age, and performance on other demanding
tasks)? That is, in which brain regions is the density of
the alpha signal best correlated with children’s ToM de-
velopment? The answer was: in the RTPJ and DMPFC –
the same two regions most commonly associated with
ToM in functional neuroimaging studies of adults!

Sabbagh et al.’s (2009) results are exciting because
(1) they offer converging evidence implicating the RTPJ
and DMPFC in ToM development, using a completely
different method and experimental design, and (2) they
support the a priori prediction of an association between
anatomical maturation in these brain regions, and per-
formance on standard false belief tasks, when children
are around 4 years old.

While source localization methods such as LORETA
are shown to render reliable results in estimating the
sources of EEG signals (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002;
Wagner et al., 2004), EEGmethods still offer much lower
spatial resolution compared with other neuroimaging
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI). So the three basic predictions of the Standard
view remain to be thoroughly tested.

But what’s most exciting is that the most recent re-
search suggests that each of these predictions is at least
partly wrong.
20.2 EVERYTHING WE THOUGHT WE
KNEW WAS WRONG

20.2.1 Infants

The biggest challenge for the Standard view comes
from a rapidly growing body of research showing that
even 15–18-month-old infants understand that people
can have, and act on, false beliefs. If so, there is a big
lacuna in the foundation of the Standard view. Four-
year-old children cannot be acquiring a concept of ‘false
belief’ if that concept is already available to one-and-a-
half year olds!

The first report that infants understand false beliefs
was a looking-time study by Onishi and Baillargeon
(2005). The basic logic of a looking-time study with in-
fants is that first one shows the infants a partial event,
setting up an expectation of what will happen next.
Then, one shows the infants two possible ‘completions’
for that event. One of the completions is designed to
fit the infants’ expectations, and the other completion
is designed to violate those expectations. Even preverbal
infants can then showwhich completion they ‘expected,’
II. COGNITIVE D
by looking longer at the unexpected completion. Onishi
and Baillargeon (2005) made very elegant use of this
logic to test what infants expect a person to do when
she is acting based on a false belief (see Figure 20.1).

In the original study, 15-month-olds watched an ex-
perimenter repeatedly hide, and then retrieve, a toy in
one of two boxes (a yellow box and a green box). Then,
on the critical trial, the experimenter hid the toy in the
yellow box. After a short pause, the toy then moved
by itself to the green box. The key manipulation was that
either the experimenter watched the toy move (‘true be-
lief’) or the experimenter turned away, and did not see
the toy move (‘false belief’). Finally, the experimenter
reached either into the green box (where the toy really
was) or into the yellow box (where she last put the
toy). Which reaching action did the infants expect?
Consistent with previous evidence that infants under-
stand goal-directed actions, when the experimenter had
a true belief, infants looked longer when she reached into
the yellow box, thanwhen she reached into the green box,
where the toy was. Amazingly, though, when the exper-
imenter had not seen the toy move, infants looked longer
when she reached into the green box than into the yellow
box – as if these 15-month-old infants expected her to
reach for the toy where she falsely believed it to be.

Initially, these results were met with some skepticism,
as they seem to contradict so much evidence that chil-
dren do not understand false beliefs until many years
later. However, in the intervening years, more and more
studies of false belief understanding in infants and tod-
dlers have accumulated. Baillargeon and colleagues have
conducted awhole series of elegant studies, expanding on
their original results. In these experiments, 1-year-olds
(12–24 months) have demonstrated systematic expecta-
tions about actions based on false beliefs about contents
as well as locations, based on indirect inferences as well
as direct perception, and based on beliefs updated from
other people’s verbal reports as well as from observation
(Onishi and Baillargeon, 2005; Scott and Baillargeon, 2009;
Song et al., 2008; Surian et al., 2007).

Evidence that toddlers understand false beliefs is
not restricted to studies using violation of expectation
looking-time measures. Using anticipatory looking,
Southgate et al. (2007) measured infants’ predictions
about where the experimenter would reach for her toy.
If the experimenter had a false belief about her
toy, 24-month-olds (but not 18-month-olds) anticipated
that she would reach for her toy in the location where
she saw it last, on the very first trial of the experiment.

Apparently, by their second year of life, children are
already able to use inferred false beliefs to correctly pre-
dict others’ actions. Why, then, is there a dramatic
change in false belief task performance, when children
are 4 years old? Baillargeon and colleagues suggest that
2- and 3-year-old children have a fully mature
EVELOPMENT



37320.2 EVERYTHING WE THOUGHT WE KNEW WAS WRONG
understanding of representational mental states, but the
demanding format of standard false belief tasks masks
their abilities, rendering them incapable of expressing
their knowledge (Baillargeon et al., 2010).

If so, the predictions for developmental cognitive neu-
roscience studies of ToM should be very different (Scott
and Baillargeon, 2009). Brain regions specifically in-
volved in ToM, like the TPJ and DMPFC, should not
show any distinct qualitative developmental change
around age 4 years, when children pass standard explicit
false belief tasks. Instead, passing explicit false belief
tasks should be associated with development in brain re-
gions for executive function and language (see Botvinick
et al., 2004; Caplan, 2007, for reviews). The developmen-
tal changes in ToM regions, by contrast, should occur
much earlier, perhaps just after a child’s first birthday.

Another interpretation of the infants’ performance
might be that while infants make systematic action pre-
dictions based on false beliefs, they do not actually have
the same ‘concept’ of false beliefs that adults do. For
example, infants may have a restricted, implicit under-
standing of beliefs, while 3–5-year-old children struggle
to acquire a richer, more flexible, explicit concept of be-
liefs (Apperly and Butterfill, 2009). This view is plausible
in part because a similar process occurs in other domains
of cognition. The best-studied example is children’s nu-
merical concepts. Preverbal infants have representations
with numerical content that allow them, for example, to
track, differentiate, and even add and subtract small
numbers (e.g., 1þ1¼2; Feigenson et al., 2002; Wynn,
1992). Preverbal infants can also distinguish large num-
bers, when they differ by a large enough ratio (e.g., 8>4,
16>8; Xu and Spelke, 2000). However, these infants can-
not form exact representations of large numbers that
would let them, for example, distinguish between seven
and eight objects (Carey, 2009; Xu and Spelke, 2000). Be-
tween the ages of 2 and 4 years, children then slowly and
effortfully construct the concepts of the natural numbers,
using as a necessary scaffold a culturally constructed list
of names for numbers (Le Corre and Carey, 2007;
Sarnecka andGelman, 2004). The new concepts thus con-
structed are vastlymore powerful than the infant’s initial
numerical conceptions.

It is thus tempting to believe that a similar process dif-
ferentiates the infant’s implicit conception of beliefs from
the 4-year-old’s explicit concept. Perhaps infants have an
efficient, but limited, system for representing a person’s
belief about simple perceptual experiences (e.g., where
she thinks the watermelon is). As they grow older,
children gradually acquire an independent system that
supports much richer representations that can be inte-
grated with other processes to allow sophisticated expla-
nations for others’ behaviors, flexible revisions of the
beliefs, and even moral judgments about others based
on their beliefs. However, adherents of this view need
II. COGNITIVE D
to provide a characterization of the implicit versus explicit
systems of ToM. What kind of competence does the im-
plicit system support, and what are the key restrictions
or limitations on the implicit conception? How does the
explicit system overcome the limitations of the implicit
one? In order to address this question, we need to go be-
yond the format of the tasks (i.e., looking-time or anticipa-
tory looking versus explicit pointing or verbal responses)
and focus on the nature of beliefs entertained by the two
systems. Apperly and Butterfill (2009), for example, pro-
posed that an implicit ToM might be limited to ‘tracking
attitudes to object’s locations,’ so infants might not be
able to ‘track beliefs involving both the features and
the location of an object (e.g., ‘the red ball is in the cup-
board’).’ Since then, Baillargeon and colleagues have
shown that infants can track this kind of belief too
(e.g., the belief that ‘the disassembled toy penguin is in
the opaque box’; Scott and Baillargeon, 2009). However,
this kind of proposal is precisely what is needed to give
substance to the idea of two independent ‘systems’
for ToM.

Developmental cognitive neuroscience could make a
key impact here. If implicit ToM and explicit ToM are
truly distinct systems, they might have distinct neural
mechanisms. The distinctionmight appear in the recruit-
ment of different brain regions for implicit versus ex-
plicit ToM tasks. Alternatively, there might be two
distinct temporal phases in the development of a single
brain region (or group of regions): an early change cor-
responding to the initial development of an implicit
ToM, and a later change when the same region is co-
opted for a qualitatively different explicit ToM. All of
these possibilities remain to be tested.
20.2.2 Neuroimaging

Functional neuroimaging of children is a new re-
search program, so very few fMRI studies have looked
at the development of ToM brain regions. However,
these few studies also pose challenges to the predictions
of the Standard view. Specifically, the Standard view
predicted that very young children rely on the pSTS rep-
resentation of intentional actions, and that sometime
around age 4 there is qualitative change in the neural
representations of beliefs and desires.What the Standard
model certainly did not predict was that the neural rep-
resentations of both intentional action and ToM would
show qualitative functional change in 5–10-year-old chil-
dren. But that is exactly what the recent fMRI studies are
finding.

The first demonstration of a neural response to inten-
tional action in children was provided by Mosconi et al.
(2005), who showed that the right pSTS in 7–10-year-old
children is sensitive to the intentionality of action as in
adults: while any gaze shift evokes activity in the right
EVELOPMENT
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pSTS, the activity is higher when the gaze shift is di-
rected to unexpected locations than when the shift pre-
dictively follows a moving target. Interestingly, Carter
and Pelphrey (2006) found a developmental change in
the functional profile of this region much later than what
the Standard view would predict. They measured brain
activity in 7–10-year-old children while they viewed an-
imated clips of biological (e.g., a person walking) and
nonbiological motion (e.g., a grandfather clock moving).
While biological motion induced higher activity than
nonbiological motion in general, they found that this dif-
ference grows larger with age. These results suggest that
although the right pSTS is already sensitive to inten-
tional action before age 7, there are still ongoing changes
in the specificity of response in this region well beyond
this age (see Chapter 19). Therefore, the prediction of the
Standard view that the right pSTS develops early in
childhood before age 4 seems at least partly wrong.

Similarly, the few existing developmental fMRI stud-
ies on ToM (Kobayashi et al., 2007a, 2007b; Saxe et al.,
2009) have all reported activations in similar brain re-
gions in children that are shown to be recruited for
ToM in adults: these areas include the bilateral TPJ,
PC, and the MPFC. However, these studies also found
developmental changes in the neural basis of ToM be-
tween school-age children and adults (Kobayashi et al.,
2007a), or among school-age children (Saxe et al., 2009)
in some of these regions.

In a recent study, Gweon et al. (2012) asked children
between 5 and 12 years of age and adults to listen to
stories inside the scanner and measured their brain re-
sponses to these stories. The stories described people’s
thoughts, beliefs, and feelings (mental condition), peo-
ple’s appearance and their social relationships (social
condition), or purely physical events involving objects
that do not involve people or their mental states
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(physical condition). The first questionwaswhether chil-
dren, just like adults, show higher responses to mental
stories compared with physical stories. The answer
was yes: the regions that were significantly more active
to mental versus physical condition in children were
strikingly similar to those found in adults (see
Figure 20.1). However, there was an age-related change
in how some these regions respond to the social stories.
In the older half of the participants (8.5–12 years), the bi-
lateral TPJ and PC did not respond to the social stories
but only showed heightened activity to mental stories
just like in adults. In contrast, the same brain regions
in the younger half of the participants (5–8.5 years)
responded to both mental and social stories, and did
not discriminate stories with and without mental state
content. That is, the selectivity of these regions to mental
states increased with age. Saxe et al. (2009) found the
same pattern (see Figure 20.4). In line with the studies
on developmental change in the right pSTS, these results
suggest that although the neural basis for ToM seems to
be already in place before age 5, there are qualitative
changes in the response selectivity of these brain areas
that occur well past age 5. Furthermore, the selectivity
in the RTPJ was correlated with children’s performance
outside the scanner on tasks designed to tap into later-
developing aspects of ToM, such as making moral deci-
sions based on mental states or understanding nonliteral
utterances in context. The role of maturational factors and
experience in the neural and behavioral development re-
mains to be tested. However, these results provide initial
evidence for a link between neural and cognitive develop-
ment in ToM.

Rather than resolving the controversy between the
Standard view and its more recent opponent, these re-
sults challenge both views and add another puzzle.
The Standard view predicts that ToM brain regions
Adults

16 24 32(s)

Adults11 12

FIGURE 20.4 Developmental change in
the RTPJ. The three graphs (bottom) show
the time course of activation in the RTPJ
in mental, social, and physical conditions
in three different age groups (Gweon
et al., 2012). The X-axis shows the time (sec-
onds), and the Y-axis is the percent signal
change in the activation relative to baseline.
The stories were presented from 4 to 24 s,
indicated by the shaded box. While the
RTPJ in younger children responds to both
mental and social conditions, the response
to social conditions gets gradually lower
as children grow older. That is, the RTPJ re-
sponse becomes more ‘selective’ for mental
stories. The scatterplot (upper right) shows
that the selectivity of the RTPJ for mental,
versus social, information becomes higher
with age, in a cross-sectional sample of 32
children (combined data from Saxe et al.,
2009; Gweon et al., 2012).
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should show functional changes between the ages of 3
and 5 years. More recent data predict that significant
changes in ToM brain regions should occur around the
child’s first birthday, when infants start to show signs
of false belief understanding, with changes around age
4 years in regions supporting executive function. There-
fore, the recent heated debates concerning the time
course of development in the ToM mechanism have fo-
cused on these two age ranges (see Leslie, 2005; Perner
and Ruffman, 2005; Scott and Baillargeon, 2009); neither
predicted functional change in the neural basis of ToM
well past 5 years of age.

Of course, these results do not provide direct evidence
against either view, and these possibilities are not mutu-
ally exclusive. It remains possible that major changes oc-
cur in the ToM brain regions either around 12–15 months,
or age 4 years, or both, supporting the acquisition of a
concept of implicit and explicit false belief. However, if
so, those hypothesized changes do not produce a brain re-
gion with a highly selective role in attributing mental
states before 5 years of age: before age 8 years, children
show normal brain regions involved in ToM (bilateral
TPJ, PC, and regions in MPFC), but none of them are se-
lectively recruited just for thinking about thoughts.
20.3 CONCLUSIONS

In sum, cognitive scientists have made foundational
discoveries about the development of ToM in childhood,
and about the neural basis of ToM in adulthood. Initially,
these two independent methods of inquiry seemed to
provide converging evidence of the structure of ToM:
a domain-specific, human-unique mechanism that un-
dergoes qualitative change in early childhood. Just re-
cently, however, this unified view has begun to
fracture, and much of what we thought we knew seems
to be wrong.

The current evidence from behavioral studies of ToM
suggests that infants have some understanding of false
beliefs and how they affect actions, while 3-year-olds
struggle to apply the same knowledge in similar tasks.
Furthermore, while behavioral studies push the critical
age for ToM development younger, neuroimaging stud-
ies suggest that the whole ToM system in the brain un-
dergoes significant functional change much later,
around age 8 years.

Of course, these puzzles may be partially due to the
limitations in methods and the difficulty in using the
same paradigm across different age groups. For exam-
ple, standard false belief tasks have been mostly used
for children past 3 years of age, whereas nonverbal false
belief tasks using looking-time methods have been
mostly used with infants and toddlers (but see Scott
et al., 2012; Senju et al, 2009). This makes it difficult to
II. COGNITIVE D
directly test the differences in the nature of belief repre-
sentations in infants and older children. Similarly, the
available methods for measuring neural responses to
these tasks vary by age. fMRI, which has been most ex-
tensively used for studies of ToM in adults and older
children, is currently not useful for children younger
than 4–5 years of age. In the future, it will be necessary
to establish a clear relationship between fMRI results
and those from other neuroimaging methods such as
near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), EEG, or magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG), available for younger children.

The impact of a new understanding of the neural de-
velopment of ToM could be tremendous. ToM deficit is a
central issue in ASD. Knowing how brain regions for
ToM emerge during typical development will provide
the foundation for understanding how this development
can go awry.

We are confident that the current uncertainty pro-
vides an important window of opportunity for new
methods to make key theoretical contributions. We look
forward to the emerging developmental cognitive neu-
roscience of ToM.
SEE ALSO

Cognitive Development: A Neuroscience perspec-
tive on empathy and its development; Developmental
Neuroscience of Social Perception; Early Development
of Speech and Language: Cognitive, Behavioral and
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